List of Supplies for Printmaking Workshop with Alejandro "Mono" González

1. Simple drawing or design of favorite social justice icon (a person or a symbol). You can draw it yourself or trace it from a pre-existing image. Appropriate size for t-shirt. Examples:

2. Blank white or light colored T-shirt (for printing image on it.)

3. Box cutter knife and scissors

4. Black latex paint (house paint is OK and can be shared by more than one person.)

5. Screen printing frame 16" X 20" (or larger.) Available in Dick Blick, Utrecht or local craft stores like Joann Fabrics or Michaels. You can also make your own with a wood frame and organza fabric.

6. All-purpose flour (use as thickening agent for paint). Can also be shared by more than one person.

7. 10-15 sheets of photocopy paper